Matching Words and Meanings

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the list of descriptions of eponymous words and then write the correct eponym next to its meaning.

- from the Earl of Cardigan
- from the people of Afghanistan
- from the gigantic Greek gods, the Titans
- from the Earl of Derby
- from the club, Tuxedo Park
- from Nemesis, the Greek goddess of retribution
- from Atlas, a Titan god in Greek mythology
- from Ambrose Burnside, an American general

1. _______________: knit sweater that buttons up the front
2. _______________: huge, gigantic
3. _______________: hair that grows in front of the ears on a man’s face
4. _______________: a set of maps
5. _______________: a soft blanket
6. _______________: a felt hat; a horse race
7. _______________: a threat that cannot be avoided
8. _______________: a formal suit